2017 Principal Evaluation Tool

In accordance with the Performance Evaluation Reform Act (PERA), the DuPage ROE was asked to update the original Principal Evaluation Tool developed in 2012. This new model uses the most current thinking in principal leadership while being compliant with the law. In addition, the new model utilizes technology for easy customization and implementation. The DuPage ROE, DuPage IASA and DuPage IPA worked together to develop recommended tools and processes.

Resources:

- Part 50 Rules
- Guidance Document for Principal Evaluation Rules and LEA Latitude
- 2017 Sample DuPage Principal Job Description
- Principal Evaluation Rubric Definitions
- Principal/AP Evaluation Tool
- Principal/AP Self Assessment Tool
- Professional Standards for Educational Leaders 2015
- Illinois Performance Standards for Educational Leaders
- 2021 Sample DuPage ROE Principal Principal Evaluation Letter

2010 Principal Evaluation Tool

In accordance with the Performance Evaluation Reform Act (PERA), the DuPage ROE was asked to assist in the development of a principal/assistant principal evaluation tool which would be compliant with the law and adaptable within each DuPage school district. This shared services model benefits districts by conserving time and money while sharing expertise. The DuPage ROE Leadership Steering Committee, DuPage IASA and DuPage IPA worked together to develop recommended tools and processes.

Resources

- Public Act 094-1039
- Principal Evaluation Framework
- Timeline for Principal Evaluation
- Guidance Document for Principal Evaluation Rules and LEA Latitude
- Illinois Performance Standards for School Leaders - Job Descriptions
- DuPage Model Summative Evaluation Form A
- DuPage Model Summative Evaluation Form B
- Illinois Performance Standards for School Leaders
- Sample DuPage ROE Principal Evaluation Cover Letter
- Rising Star Principal Evaluation Aligned Rubric
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- Administrators’ Academy
- Leadership Team Development
- Recalibration Training
- Administrative Collaboratives: Superintendent, Principal, Assistant Principal
- Mentoring: Superintendent, Principal, New Principal
- Instructional Coaching
- Teachers as Leaders
- Teacher and Principal Partnerships
- District/University Partnerships
- Paraprofessional and Substitute Training